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Leaders in carbon fiber technology for printing...

Chambered doctor blades are standard specification on most
modern Post Printers. The driver for this has been print quality, 
and it remains the overriding issue.

The I-Max ink chamber is set to raise the standard once more,
never before has an ink chamber development been better able to
impact positively on the environment, whilst boosting the profits.

Basic Print Facts:
• Ink is the highest cost item after the board in corrugated box

production.

• Most chamber wash-up procedures are designed to effectively clean
the chamber and anilox, but do not maximise ink yield.

• Only 50% of all ink purchased is applied to the board.

• Environmental regulations are increasingly stringent, leading to a
greater on-cost for waste stream management.

Waste Cost Issues
• 25% of all ink loss occurs during wash-up.

• A large proportion of ink loss is in wash-up water. Most plants either
have there own flocculation equipment, or a supplier removes it from
site. In either case costs are high and increasing.

• Costs of ink cleaning chemicals for the flocculation equipment
process are approximately the same as the initial ink cost.

• The residual “inert crumb” generally goes into landfill. Tax on landfill
is increasing each year.

It is clear that this inherent waste not only significantly reduces profits,
but also leads to larger ink stores, more stock, bigger flocculation
plants, and this inevitably leads to higher maintenance costs. 

A traditional 3,200mm (125”) chamber system wastes up to 3 kilos of ink
per job change. The I-Max chamber from Absolute is up to 80% more
efficient at scavenging ink at changeover.

How Does I-Max Work?
I-Max is an ink maximisation system, consisting of two elements, an
integral wiper shuttle which resides permanently in the ink cavity, and
an external linear drive unit.

During ink changeovers the wiper shuttle is actuated within the
chamber cavity by an electro magnetic drive. This drive is non-invasive
and ensures that contamination cannot enter the chamber, and
conversely, that ink cannot escape.

During operation the residual ink is wiped towards and down the end
drain ports, leaving virtually no ink remaining in the chamber. With the
residual ink removed, the wash-up cycle uses proportionally less water
and is completed in far less time.

Operation of the I-Max system
also ensures that large or heavy
particulates do not settle in the
chamber cavity, resulting in
consistent application, even at
very wide widths.

Saving downtime, money and the environment
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Absolute also produce other equipment that improves print performance...

Absolute carbon fiber doctoring
systems are designed and
specified by the team that
produced the world’s first carbon
fiber chamber in 1990. 

In the past 18 years we have
produced thousands of carbon
fiber doctoring systems to
improve the performance of
virtually every type of flexopress
manufactured. We provide
systems for corrugated printers,
tissue decorators, label machines,
litho tower coaters, newspapers,
coating units, envelope printers. 

We have installations on every 
continent, and most countries,
along with a team of engineers
who constantly travel the world to
install and commission our
equipment. They then train the
operators in the best methods of
optimizing the equipment’s
performance immediately. 

Our technical team utilize a base
of knowledge that encompasses
aerospace, Formula 1 and
supercar production, high
specification sailing yachts and
defence products. 

The same technology and
standards are incorporated into
our inking systems ensuring
absolute consistency and
performance. 

In essence, we have an 
unsurpassed breadth of
knowledge, technology and
experience to optimize the
doctoring performance of any
flexo unit……including YOURS! 

“Our technical team utilize a base of
knowledge that encompasses aerospace,
Formula 1 and supercar production...”

Leaders in carbon fiber technology for printing...

2G

Absolute 2G is the most successful
chamber system available.

Our systems vary considerably 
in width and application. Our
narrowest units are 100mm (4”)
wide, whilst our widest systems 
in operation are in excess of
5000mm (200”). We have systems
on specialist coating applications
that run at 20mpm (60fpm), whilst
our fastest systems run at over
1000mpm (3000fpm).

We provide systems that run with
water based ink, solvent inks, UV
inks and coatings, dye based inks
in addition to a huge variety of
coatings, glues and adhesives.

Uniblade

Uniblade is Absolute's single
wiper system made from woven
carbon fiber. It has all the DNA of
the successful 2G dual blade
chamber in a single wiper format.
Designed specifically to meet the
requirements of the corrugated
post print industry, it combines
consistent doctoring with rapid
washup and blade change for
customers in a low order quantity
environment.

“Ink loss on colour change
dropped 80% the first time 
we activated I-Max.”




